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Abstract
Adopting an activity approach, with the teachers and learners as co-participants, the study focuses on the process of English 
teaching at modern primary school, examining forms of organizing collective educational activity. Authors explain how teaching 
of English via different stages and collective forms is organized at modern primary school. Collective educational activity is 
associated with communicative and cognitive development of a child and professional and personal development of a teacher. 
According to the Federal State Educational Standard of primary general education, the subject, metasubject and personal results 
of education are presented in the paper. Research stages and results of using different forms of educational activity, such as group 
working are described. The most effective forms of educational activity are scheme «CCS» (Collect – Comprehend –
Systematize) observation, training on stations and others. It is proved that the main educational result in teaching a foreign 
language at primary school is the formation of universal communication training activities.
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1. Introduction
New Federal State Educational Standard has been implemented at Russian primary schools. We can admit that 
the first stage has come to the end and in 2015 young learners who started studying in a “new way” will finish 
primary school. During the first stage of the standard realization teachers tried to understand how they could change 
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the process of teaching, the content, forms and results of education at primary school. On the other hand, it was 
important to understand the need of a new standard, what factors (social, cultural, educational, and psychological) 
influenced the content and the forms of organizing education at primary school. The main factor here is a new 
requirement of the society for the student leaving a Russian secondary school. The school leaver should have the 
necessary level of general cultural development, he must be prepared for self-development, self-education, 
participate in cognitive, social and communicative activities. That is why, new educational results, such as subject, 
metasubject, personal are described in the standard. The paper focuses on specific features of educational results of 
these groups of learners in relation to the educational field «Philology»: Russian language and English language. 
Organization of educational activity can help to achieve new educational results at primary school. In authors’
opinion, educational activity is a mutual activity of the teacher and the students in which students are important and 
influential participants of the educational process, and the teacher is both a facilitator and a participant of this 
process. That is why, the basic form of organizing educational activity, in our opinion, is group work in which 
interaction for solving educational problems is maintained. The paper deals with different ways of group work 
organization in the English teaching process at primary school. Moreover, the educational results and effects of 
working in groups are presented.
2. Objectives, methodology and research design
In the process of realization of Federal State Educational Standard of primary general education there is a 
contradiction between the need to realize the action research approach in teaching Russian and English at primary 
school and the fact that teachers can’t use different forms of organizing collective educational activity. To solve this 
problem the research in 14 classes of 4 schools in Tomsk was conducted. The aim of this research was to choose and 
use forms of organizing mutual educational activity in the process of teaching English that were aimed at cognitive 
and communicative development of students, and professional and personal development of teachers. 
Methodology of the research is the pedagogic concept of collective activity (Prozumentova, 2001) and the 
concept of creating cooperation and interaction between teachers and students at primary school (Pozdeeva, 2005).
During the first (theoretical) stage of the research the specificity of all educational results in relation to the 
educational field «Philology» was argued. The results of the study show the importance of activities development 
that is acquiring knowledge of the subjects. 
For example, the subject results in Russian mean the ability to read cultural and informational texts, 
understanding orthographic tasks (formulation of problems and their solution, for instance, spelling tasks, self-
checking tasks); speech tasks (retelling and creating different kinds of texts); tasks which are connected with the 
analysis of language (phonetic, word building, morphological, syntactic). Subject results for acquiring English imply 
speech tasks, such as speaking, listening, reading, writing, and the activities which are used in studying phonetics, 
lexis, grammar. The formation of speech activity (communicative abilities) is based on language skills.
Metasubject results are connected with the development of universal educational skills (UEA) which are formed 
by using the experience of the educational activity organization (regulatory universal educational skills), cognitive 
activity (cognitive universal educational skills: educational and logical) and the experience of mutual activity 
(communicative universal educational skills). It is necessary to have some practical experience in different activities 
to form universal educational skills. But a teacher must have both subject and metasubject knowledge. According to 
our research teachers can do it if they pay much attention to the communicative universal educational activities in 
the process of teaching Russian and English. The communicative universal educational skills are the abilities to 
listen and understand the partner, to ask questions, to formulate and prove some point of view, to work in pairs and 
in groups, to coordinate actions. It means that subject and metasubject skills are reached in the process of 
cooperation in groups. 
Personal results are speech culture, positive and emotionally valuable attitude of the students towards their native 
language and literature, interest in speech development, cooperation and help in the multiethnic class. These results 
are formed during the classes of Russian. As for the English lessons, personal results are connected with 
familiarizing students with new social experience, increase of motivation to learn the language and sparking interest 
to the culture and the language of English – speaking countries, forming a friendly attitude to the foreigners, 
aspiration to mutual understanding and tolerance. Personal results depend on the student’s position in the 
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educational activity during the lesson. The pedagogic concept of mutual activity and the concept of creating 
cooperation between the teacher and the student emphasize the student’s position as an important and influential 
participant of the mutual activity who sets goals of the lesson, plans the activity, shows educational initiative, 
cooperates with classmates (in a pair and a group work) to solve educational problems during the lesson, and at the 
same time he can evaluate the results of the activity.
At the second experimental stage of our research we asked 70 teachers of primary school and 33 teachers of 
English working at primary school to find out about the organization of the educational activity and group work
(Plotnikova, 2013). The analysis of the questionnaires showed that teachers understand that they must change the 
process of teaching, forms of delivering classes to reach new educational results. But for the teachers of primary 
school the subject results are of primary importance than the results of other activities (personal, communicative, 
cognitive). According to the teachers’ point of view the most effective forms of teaching English are individual 
work – 14 teachers (42%) and frontal form of work – 9 teachers (27%) because these forms help teachers see the 
problems in learning English and control the learning process. As for the group work, teachers understand that it is 
interesting for children but it is not effective because of bad discipline and waste of time. It is difficult to assess and 
control students’ work. To sum up, teachers don’t understand the importance of working in groups during the 
classes of English (if you want to speak English you should speak and communicate) or they can’t organize such 
kind of work because it is difficult for young learners to work in groups and speak English.
At the third stage of our research we approved some forms and methods of pair and group work where students 
showed an active position. In our opinion, to such methods belong:
a) collective critical observation of language and search for the most essential signs of new language categories;
b) problem-oriented tasks aimed at checking spelling, punctuation, grammar mistakes through the actualization 
of the old subject methods and using new subject methods;
c) educational discussion: discussion of ideas in groups or together, students make discoveries of new rules, 
patterns etc. (V.V. Davidov).
The most interesting and useful method of the collective critical supervision in teaching English is the scheme 
CCB (collect – comprehend – bring into a system) used as a method of autonomous teaching (Funk & Koenig,
1991). This method motivates young learners to try and find language regularities, to formulate new language rules 
(in pairs or in groups) by themselves.
Table 1. Stages of realization of the scheme CCB.
Stage Aim Organization of the activity
teachercs activity studentcs activity
Collect Finding  out new language 
structures in the text 
Give student new language structures 
in the text, help them to translate and 
understand the meanings of the words 
with dictionaries, textbooks.
read the text, do teachercs tasks –
underline or write  new words or 
structures. 
Comprehend
(make in order0
Finding out the main signs of 
similarity or differences of the 
language phenomenon. 
Give examples, schemes, tables for 
fixing the main signs.
Complete tables, divide underlined 
words or phrases according to their  
signs.
Bring into a system Formulation of the rule Give some exercises to formulate new 
rules.
Analyze words of different groups, 
find regularity and formulate the rule
We would like to provide an example of using this scheme in the third form. 
The theme of the lesson is “The indefinite pronoun some with uncountable nouns”. First, every member of the 
group reads a text. It’s better to prepare an original text, but you may use some sentences as well. If your group has a 
good level of English the teacher can include one or two new words in the text. Students should do the task “Read 
the text and underline the nouns to the theme “Food”. 
Hello! My name is Billy. I have got a kitchen in my house. I have got a lot of food. I like eating. I like some jam, 
some ham, cakes, sweets, some milk, some butter, eggs, oranges, some juice, some soup, some porridge, lemons. 
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Students read the text individually. If somebody can’t understand the text or words from the text he can ask for 
help. «Traffic light» as a method is used in this situation. Students have three disks of red, yellow and green colours. 
If students don’t understand the text they will show the red disk. If they can’t translate the word they’ll show the 
yellow one. If they are ready the green disk is shown. The leader of the group (students elect him before doing the 
task) tries to help himself or asks other students or the teacher to help. After reading young learners underline nouns 
to the theme «Food». Then they check the task together (the teacher and the students). Second, students do the task 
«Put words into two columns». They should make two groups of words (with the pronoun some and with the ending 
-s). The teacher can use such tasks as complete the table, allocate words in colours etc. This task helps to find 
similarities and differences of language structures.
cakes some jam
sweets some ham
eggs some milk
oranges some butter
lemons some juice
some soup
some porridge
After that young learners try to analyze nouns from the table. If it is necessary, the teacher asks some questions to 
help students to do the task. Then students formulate the rule by themselves doing the «Fill in» task:
Nouns are ____________________ and ________________________. Countable ___________form their plural 
form with the help of the ending ___________. _____________ nouns we use with the pronoun_____________. 
If students can’t do this task the teacher gives other different tasks such as “Choose the right variant of the rule”, 
“Do the scheme to learn this rule”. Students can do these tasks in Russian if it is necessary. This scheme is more 
useful for teaching grammar. The majority of students of the third forms prefer to work in pairs. As for the young 
learners of the fourth forms they like the idea of working in groups of 3-4 (they can help each other, explain the rule, 
translate new words).  
At the fourth (implementation) stage of our research the most difficult and technologically developed forms of 
collective educational activity, such as group work were used in practice. Teachers organized group working 
systematically. In order to increase speaking activities we used the following: 
x developed lists of phrases for group working. For example, 
x May I ask you? Can you help me? Are you ready? Is that right? May I help you? I think we shall do this task.  
Let’s check the task. I am sorry, I can’t do it. I don’t understand, help me, please. Write down the score in the 
map, please. Will you give me your pen? Listen to me, please. 
x formulated educational instructions which helped students to do tasks themselves, for example, the instruction  
for  working with the text «The green garden». We used “True or False statements” method. 
- Read the story. 
- Translate the words in bold
- Use the vocabulary at the end of your text book.    
- Try to understand the story.
- Look at the pictures. They help you to understand it.
- Choose true statements.
x developed check lists for assessment, for example, the check list for self-assessment of group working.
Table 2.The check list for self-assessment group working
My activity in  group Great! Not so good! Good! Bad!
work together with my classmates  
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work hard 
give new ideas
make offers
listen to my classmates attentively 
These methods gave the opportunity to practice in the most difficult technological form such as “Training on 
stations”. “Training on stations” helps students to get knowledge by themselves, to choose different tasks they can 
do together in groups. This form makes the studying process easier for young learners (Chernyavsky, 2011). The 
teacher should prepare different tasks of different levels for each station. The stations have their own names. For 
example, in the 3d form students study the theme “In the post office” (“Enjoy English” by M.Z. Biboletova, O.A. 
Denisenko, N.N. Trubaneva). The names of the stations, which can be used at this lesson, are «Word station», 
«Bookworm», «Grammar in use», «All you know station». The teacher prepares tasks of different levels for each 
station. In addition, there is a speaking station where young learners should make dialogues or tell stories, for 
example, the theme “Speaking about friends” (“Enjoy English” by M.Z. Biboletova, O.A. Denisenko, N.N. 
Trubaneva, 3d form). Students tell stories about their best friends to the teacher at the “Speaking station”. It is 
necessary to have a “Service station” with dictionaries, tables, grammar resources and a list of keys for student to 
check their exercises.  
At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher gives Route lists for each group. They complete these lists after 
checking tasks at the “Service station”. Here you can see the example of the list:
Table 3.Route lists
Names of the stations Your points Total points
Word station 5 points
Speaking station 5 points
Bookworm 5 points
Grammar in use 5 points
All you know station 5 points
Names of the stations Route Your points Total points
Word station 5 points
Speaking station 5 points
Bookworm 5 points
Grammar in use 5 points
All you know station 5 points
The «Pass station» is a station where students can do some easiest exercises for fun. Young learners can get a 
special prize for their work. Students are not graded for completing the task “Route list”. They can have a special 
prize only after its completion. It is necessary to create some rules to make the process of learning English more 
productive. The teacher should discuss the rules with students.  
At the end of the lesson the teacher organizes the assessment procedure. Students get marks: for each task of 
elementary level they have 3 points, for each task of upper – elementary level they have 4 points, for each exercise 
of pre – intermediate level – 5 points. So, if the group has 1-14 points they get a bad mark, 13-18 points – a
satisfactory  mark, 20-22 points – a good mark, 23-25 points – an excellent mark. 
After the assessment, there is a feedback procedure. There are a lot of methods of organizing feedbacks, for 
example, the “Magic ball” method. The students are sitting in a circle and answering two questions: What tasks do 
you like and why? and What exercises are difficult and why? Each person has 30 seconds for answering and then he 
(she) gives the ball to the classmate he (she) likes. Teachers also can use such methods as (Shirley, 1998):
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x “Questions and answers mix – up”. Students write questions and answers on different sheets of paper. The 
teacher checks questions and answers. After that the answers are given to the students. The student asks questions 
the other one who has a card with the answer to read. 
x “Stars and Wishes”. Students assess their work in groups themselves.
The role of a teacher is different in this form of educational activity. The teacher helps to organize the process, 
gives some recommendations for young learners. There are some useful pieces of advice for teachers working at
primary school how to organize teaching on stations:
x the teacher and students should define the aim of the lesson and discuss rules of their behavior;
x the teacher should present all tasks and exercises;
x time limits;
x the teacher writes clear instructions for exercises;
x the teacher should present the resources at the “Service station”.
3. Discussion of the research outcomes
Group working was the basic form of educational activity organization in our research. That’s way it was 
important for us to know the relation of young learners to this form at the final stage of our research. We asked 110 
students of primary schools to know their opinion in December, 2014. The questionnaire consisted of three 
questions:
1. What forms of organizing your activity at English lessons do you prefer: group work, pair work, individual 
work or collective work?
2. What tasks you do in group do you like most of all?
3. Are you active in group working? Why?
As for the first question, 53 students (48%) preferred to work in pairs, 45 students (41%) liked working in 
groups, 62 students (56%) preferred pair and group tasks. 24 children (22%) liked the idea of working individually. 
It was comfortable to work collectively for 49 young learners (45%). To sum up, students of primary schools 
preferred pair and group tasks because they had the opportunity to get their classmates help, to communicate 
actively. The teacher wasn’t a leader in these situations.
The students find such tasks as «Fill in», «Complete the table»,  «Make the scheme», «Create mini project», 
«Make the dialogue», «Act out the dialogue», «Describe the picture using the phrases», «Create riddles», «Make 
questions for the interview» to be the most interesting and effective for doing in groups.
As for the third question, 80 students (73%) worked in groups very well because they «understand everything», 
«can ask for help», «do interesting tasks together», «create projects». 10 children (9%) worked in groups actively 
but not so often because they were «afraid of making mistakes, presenting the results of the project». 20 young 
learners (18%) didn’t work in groups actively because they were not sure in their knowledge, they couldn’t 
formulate their ideas. 5 students didn’t answer this question. So we can say that young learners like working in 
groups, they prefer to do productive tasks (make and act out dialogues, describe pictures, make questions for the 
interview, create riddles and projects). The majority of students take an active part in group working. 
The results of the study involving 129 students of the third and fourth classes of primary schools were excellent. 
The teachers used the method of supervision and completed cards. They did it three times – at the beginning, during 
and at the end of our research. The results of our research are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. The results of the research
Criteria Classes
ɛ ɜ ɚ ɛ ɜ ɝ
fi
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t
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l
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t
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l
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t
fi
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l
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t
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l
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t
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l
Quantity of classroom  
phrases and phrases of 
5 8 4 6 4 7 5 10 2 5 3 5
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The comparative analysis of the first and final stages of the study is shown. There are positive changes in all 
criteria in all classes. The quantity of classroom phrases and phrases of speech etiquette used during group working 
is increased (3-5 phrases). The quantity of questions used during group working is increased in all classes from 2 to 
four. All students took part in the presentation of group working. It means that group working is an effective and 
useful form of organizing educational activity. The increase of speaking during the presentation and working in 
groups makes up 15-30%. In our opinion, choosing different forms (individual, pair, group working) in organization 
of educational activity is very important for realization of the activity approach in teaching English at primary 
school. Moreover, the attitude of teachers towards the forms in which a child is an important and influential 
participant of cooperative activity is different. If the teacher is sure that the main thing for the pupil is the subject 
knowledge, and all the rest is not important, the teacher will use only frontal and individual work. If the teacher 
understands that it is necessary not only the subject knowledge for modern students, but also communication, 
cooperation, dialogue, the teacher will use pair and group work at the lesson, understanding what subject and 
metasubject activities to use, and also personal qualities the teacher forms. In other words, discussion between 
supporters and opponents of group work at the lesson is a discussion between those who considers that the child can 
be only the performer of the will of the teacher, and those who believe in activity and independence of children.
4. Conclusion
The forms of organizing educational activity chosen by us were effective at the lessons of the foreign language at 
primary school. Firstly, there was an increase in qualitative and absolute progress in the subject "Foreign language". 
Secondly, besides subject results the universal educational skills were created: 
1) communicative – readiness to listen to the classmate and to conduct the dialogue, development of the ability to 
tell the opinion and to use speech actively for the solution of communicative tasks; 
2) cognitive – the ability to plan the activity, to find information by themselves for solving the problem, the  
ability to think logically, the ability to see and to solve the problem; 
3) regulatory – the ability to plan the activity, get knowledge themselves, the ability to formulate the aims at the 
lesson, the ability to assess the work, the ability to correct the work for the solution of a task. 
Thirdly, the group form of work is popular among the students of primary school and it motivates them to learn 
English. The educational activity which is correctly organized in groups allows to increase speaking volume in a 
foreign language during presentation and working in groups, to motivate children to use phrases of speech etiquette 
and classroom phrases more actively. So the organization of interactive, activity forms changes the teacher's position 
speech etiquette used during 
group working
Quantity of questions used  
during  group working
2 6 1 5 2 6 2 6 0 2 0 2
Quantity of tasks of higher 
level
(rate of study)
1 4 1 3 1 3 1 4 0 2 0 2
Quantity of students who 
take part in the presentation  
of the results of  group 
working
2 4 1 4 2 4 2 4 2 3 1 3
Volume of Speaking in 
English during the 
presentation
40-
50%
50-
70%
40-
50%
50-
70%
40-
50%
50-
70%
40-
50%
50-
70%
30-
40%
40-
55%
30-
40%
40-
55%
Volume of Speaking in 
English during working in 
groups
10-
15%
15-
30%
10-
15%
15-
30%
10-
15%
30-
50%
10-
15%
30-
50%
10% 10-
20%
7
%
10-
12%
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at the lesson: forms a leader and a translator of knowledge, the teacher becomes an organizer and a participant of 
mutual educational activity. The teacher's task is not only to direct and control children, but to give the child a real 
chance to do different activities at the lesson, to change the events of the lesson with his needs. In our opinion, the 
activity approach in teaching that should be implemented in a foreign language acquisition process.
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